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Abstract—We believe that recent advances in formal verification are on the verge of making formal verification a viable
option for any protocol designer, assuming the designer understands the protocol well enough to explain why it works. We
demonstrate this with an SMT-based proof checker developed
at Intel called the Deductive Verification Framework (DVF). We
show how DVF can be used to prove correct a classical, faulttolerant, distributed protocol for consensus, and describe how
a protocol expert starting from scratch, with little-to-no prior
familiarity with SMT or DVF, was able to model the protocol
and prove it correct in six days and nine pages.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
There is nothing new about using formal methods like
model checking and theorem proving to find bugs in protocols. This conference is already familiar with, for example,
the impressive work at Oracle [1] to prove correct transactional memory implementations using the theorem prover
PVS [2]. At Intel, we have some of the most sophisticated formal verification technology in the industry, and in
some domains formal verification has completely replaced
simulation as the validation methodology. But nearly every
such success story in academia and industry has been the
work of highly-trained experts, and the tools are rarely
used by the men and women working in the trenches of
the product groups. Will formal verification ever become
easy enough that, for example, a program committee might
consider making formal protocol verification a precondition
for accepting a protocol paper? This paper demonstrates
that recent advances in proof checking, embodied in a
tool developed at Intel, make aspects of formal verification
appear viable even for nonspecialists.
Inside Intel, many of us have been pushing model checking as a viable approach to validation and bug hunting in
high-level models of company protocols. The push-button
nature of model checking [3] makes it the formal approach
most likely to be adopted during the design phase. As
evangelists of model checking, we have pointed to the
technical sophistication required to use a theorem prover,
to the length of the proof script, to the deep understanding
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of how a theorem prover works and the amount of “hand
holding” required to get a proof through a theorem prover.
Indeed, model checking protocols at Intel has produced
valuable results over the last five to ten years, most notably
in the context of cache coherence protocols. Model checkers
got a boost from Moore’s Law in the last decade that enabled
us to check large and sophisticated models. Abstractions
like parametric verification [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] let us
prove correctness of protocols in arbitrary configurations (for
any number of nodes, for example). However, we still find
ourselves with models that strain the capacity of these tools,
and theorem proving once again looks like the only formal
approach that can scale to the size of our problems.
But the world has changed with the advent of powerful
SMT engines [9], [10], [11]. Satisfiability (SAT) is the
problem of finding a satisfying assignment for a Boolean
formula. Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) is “SAT on
steroids.” SAT is a decision procedure for the language of
Boolean logic. Given a collection of decision procedures for
other languages about things like array references and function application, SMT uses SAT to combine these decision
procedures to find satisfying assignments for formulas in a
much richer language than just Boolean formulas. With the
rise of decision procedures and SMT engines, some forms of
theorem proving now look like a viable alternative to model
checking as an automated approach to formal verification
that could be used by product groups.
We demonstrate this viability with the Deductive Verification Framework (DVF) [12], an SMT-based proof checker
developed at Intel. The key to DVF is a modeling language
that makes it easy to describe protocols (in the guardedcommand style of TLA+ [13], Murphi [14], Spin [15],
and Input-Output Automata [16]); but a language whose
expressive power is restricted just enough that the language
maps cleanly to the decision procedures of an SMT solver.
We use DVF to prove the correctness of a classical, faulttolerant, distributed algorithm for consensus (also known as
agreement). In this problem, each process begins with an
input bit and chooses an output bit, but processes must agree
on the value of this output bit. A process can, however, fail
by crashing in the middle of the protocol, confusing other
processes with inconsistent information. Consensus looks

simple, but it is provably impossible to solve in realistic
models of computation [17].
Our proof was done by a protocol expert (the first author)
with no prior familiarly with DVF and little experience with
SMT. In three days, we could model the problem, the model
of computation, the model of failure, and the protocol. In
three more days, we could prove all the key ideas for why the
protocol worked. In another three days, we could stitch these
ideas into a complete proof. The proof consists of a short
list of invariants that can be discharged in ten seconds. The
invariants are interesting because all but two are statements
about the algorithm itself that go directly to why the protocol
works (only two go to working around shortcomings of
SMT solvers). The proof is interesting because it is an
assertional proof for an algorithm usually proven correct
using behavioral (operational) proofs. The whole thing —
model, invariants, and proof script — is just nine pages long.
II. C ONSENSUS
The consensus problem [18] is a fundamental problem in
fault-tolerant distributed computation that abstracts the problem of process coordination to its essentials. A distributed
system consists of n processes or nodes. Each node starts
with an input value, either 0 or 1. The nodes communicate
via messages for a while, then each node chooses an output
value, either 0 or 1. The difficulty is that all nodes must
choose the same value to output, even if some nodes fail.
The consensus problem requires that the output values
satisfy the following properties:
• Validity: Each output value chosen must be the input
value of one of the nodes.
• Agreement: All output values chosen must be the same.
• Termination: All nonfaulty nodes must choose an output value.
Validity rules out the trivial solution in which all nodes
choose the output 0 regardless of the actual inputs. Termination says that the nonfaulty nodes are required to make
a choice. Agreement says that nodes much reach consensus
or agreement on the output value.
One model in which consensus can be solved is a
synchronous message-passing model with crash failures.
Our formulation of this model comes from [19], [20]. A
computation in this model is a sequence of rounds of
message passing. The system consists of a finite collection
of nodes, each pair of which is connected by a two-way
communication link. Nodes share a discrete global clock
that starts at time 0 and advances in increments of one.
Communication in the system proceeds in a sequence of
rounds, with round k taking place between time k − 1 and
time k. Each node starts in some initial state at time 0.
Then, in every following round, each node sends messages
to others nodes, then each node receives the messages sent
to it during the round, and then each node performs some
internal computation such as choosing its output or updating

procedure consensus (node n)
state := { input }
for each round r = 1, 2, . . . , t + 1 do
send state to all nodes
receive states s1 , s2 , . . . , sk from other nodes
state := s1 ∪ s2 ∪ . . . ∪ sk
output := min(state)
Figure 1.

Consensus protocol

its local state. The nodes follow a protocol which specifies
exactly what messages each node is required to send during
a round (and what internal computation it performs between
rounds) as a deterministic function of its local state. Some
nodes, however, may be faulty. A nonfaulty node sends every
message it is required by the protocol to send. A faulty node
sends every message it is required to send until some round
k, but in round k sends only some subset of the required
messages, and then sends no message in any following round
k 0 > k. We say the node fails or crashes in round k. We
assume that at most t nodes can fail in any execution.
One protocol [21] solving consensus in this synchronous,
crash failure model appears in Figure 1. The state of a node
is a set of values, initialized to its own input value. Then
every round, every node broadcasts its state to all the other
nodes, receives the states sent to it, and sets its next state
to the union of the states received (a union of sets of input
values). After t + 1 rounds, where t is the number of nodes
allowed to fail, every node chooses the minimum value in
its state as its output value.
A proof that this protocol solves consensus appears in
most distributed algorithms textbooks [22], [23]. The protocol satisfies validity because each node chooses its output
value from a set of input values. The protocol satisfies
termination because each node chooses its output at the
end of round t + 1. That the protocol satisfies agreement,
however, is not so obvious.
The simplest proof of agreement is based on the notion
of a clean round. A clean round [19] is one in which no
nodes crash. The proof proceeds as follows:
1) There is at least one clean round within the first t + 1
rounds, since at most t nodes can fail and make at
most t rounds “unclean.”
2) At the end of a clean round, all nonfaulty nodes have
the same state, since they all receive the same set of
states and all set their next state to the same union of
these states.
3) Once all nonfaulty nodes have the same state, they
continue to have the same state.
4) At the end of round t + 1 they all choose the same
minimum value from their states as their output values.
This is the proof we want to check with DVF.

III. DVF
The Deductive Verification Framework (DVF) is a language and automated proof-checker for the specification
and verification of transition systems. In DVF, systems and
their properties are modeled in an expressive language that
enables a clean and efficient mapping of proof obligations
into the multi-sorted first-order logic supported by modern
SMT solvers [9], [10], [11]. The language was designed to
be clear, and to keep the semantic gap between the DVF
and SMT input languages as small as possible to minimize
the translation overhead and to use SMT solvers efficiently.
This careful language design and the automation from SMT
solvers make DVF arguably easier to use than interactive
theorem provers, while making it possible for us to verify
systems that are out of the reach of model checkers.
Instead of giving a rigorous presentation of DVF —
a more complete presentation of the language and proof
checker has already been written [12] — we will just present
the model and the proof and discuss language features as
they arise. Indeed, our experience is that designers have
little trouble reading and commenting on a model after a
short introduction to DVF.
DVF models a system as a state machine consisting of
states and transitions. A state assigns values to a collection
of variables of various types. DVF provides the standard
primitive types like Booleans, integers, and enums, along
with arrays and records and so on. A transition is described
as a guarded command as is commonly done in distributed
computation [22], [23] and in modeling languages [13], [14],
[15], [16]. A guarded command consists of a state predicate
called a guard that is true of a state iff the transition is
enabled in that state, and a sequence of statements called a
body or command that describes how the state is modified by
the transition. An execution is an interleaving of transitions:
specifically, an execution is a sequence of states such that for
every adjacent pair of states si and si+1 , there is a transition
enabled in si that produces si+1 . This should be enough of
DVF to get us started.
IV. DVF PROTOCOL MODEL
In the DVF model shown here, we have simplified the
consensus protocol with some procedure in-lining to remove
some pointless generality in the actual model, and we have
omitted a few trivial constant definitions like an empty state
(an empty set of input values), but the model given here is
essentially what we came up with after a few days of work.
The definition of the consensus problem in Figure 2 begins
with type declarations for nodes and values. These types are
completely unconstrained. For example, we do not say how
many nodes there are in the system or what their names
are. Next, we give type declarations for sets of nodes and
values. The construct Set<type node> is an instance of a
template mechanism in DVF that simulates parameterized
types. The Set template defines a type t for a set of

values of the parameterized type, some constants like empty
for the empty set, and some operators (constant functions)
on sets like mem(value,set) and cardinality(set)
to test for set membership and compute set cardinality.
We then define three mappings that map a node to its
input value, output value, and a chosen bit indicating
whether the node has actually chosen an output value.
(The mk_array constructor is used for constant arrays. For
example, mk_array[node](false) is an array mapping
all nodes to false.) We then define the notions of faulty and
nonfaulty nodes, which we do by defining two state variables
holding two sets of faulty nodes, namely those nodes that
failed in prior rounds and those node that are failing in
the current round. We then define an integer state variable
round giving the current round number and initialized to
0, and we define an integer constant t giving the bound on
the number of nodes that can fail, a constant whose value is
constrained only by an axiom stating that its value should be
positive. Finally, we can state the validity, agreement, and
termination conditions that define consensus.
The crash failure model is given in Figure 3. The key
idea here is the notion of a failure pattern snd for a round,
where snd[n][m] is true iff sending a message from node
n to node m is successful in that round. A failure pattern for
a round is consistent with the crash failure model if nodes
that have crashed in prior rounds are silent in this round,
and nodes that do not send in this round have either crashed
in a prior round or are crashing in this round. The types
node_set and node_pair_set are arrays mapping a node
or a pair of nodes to a Boolean value indicating presence in
the set, and we omit their definition.
The synchronous message-passing model given in Figure 4 is probably the most awkward to read. The first twothirds of the model are simply stating the fact that an execution begins with an initialization phase, and then in every
round nodes first send messages in a send phase, then receive
messages in a receive phase, and then perform some internal
computation in a compute phase. We define a set of program
counters init_done[n] indicating that n has initialized,
send_done[n][m] and recv_done[n][m] indicating that
the message from n to m has been sent and received, and
comp_done[n] indicating that n has performed its local
computation. After defining a collection of useful predicates,
we define two state variables: state_set[n] is the state of
node n consisting of a set of input values (initially the null
set), and messages[n][m] is the message (a state, a set of
input values, initially the null set) currently in flight from
node n to node m in this round. Finally, we define a history
variable clean used in the proof to keep track of whether
the first clean round in the execution happens before, during,
or after the current round.

type node
type value
module Nodes = Set<type node>
module Values = Set<type value>
const array(node,value) input
var
array(node,value) output
var
array(node,bool) chosen =
mk_array[node](false)
var Nodes.t crashed = Nodes.empty
var Nodes.t crashing = Nodes.empty
def bool noncrashed (node n) =
¬Nodes.mem(n,crashed)
def bool noncrashing (node n) =
¬Nodes.mem(n,crashing)
def bool nonfaulty (node n) =
noncrashed(n) ∧ noncrashing(n)
var int round = 0
const int t
axiom positive_bound = t > 0
def bool validity =
∀ (node n)
(chosen[n] ⇒
∃ (node m) (output[n] = input[m]))
def bool agreement =
∀ (node n, node m)
(nonfaulty(n) ∧ nonfaulty(m) ∧
chosen[n] ∧ chosen[m] ⇒
output[n] = output[m])
def bool termination =
round > t+1 ⇒
∀ (node n) (nonfaulty(n) ⇒chosen[n])
Figure 2.

Consensus problem

type phase_state = enum
{init_phase,
send_phase, recv_phase, comp_phase}
var phase_state phase = init_phase
var node_set
init_done = empty_node_set
var node_pair_set
send_done = empty_node_pair_set
var node_pair_set
recv_done = empty_node_pair_set
var node_set
comp_done = empty_node_set
is_init_phase
is_send_phase
is_recv_phase
is_comp_phase

=
=
=
=

phase
phase
phase
phase

=
=
=
=

init_phase
send_phase
recv_phase
comp_phase

def
def
def
def

bool
bool
bool
bool

def
∀
def
∀
def
∀
def
∀

bool init_phase_done =
(node n) (init_done[n])
bool send_phase_done =
(node n, node m) (send_done[n][m])
bool recv_phase_done =
(node n, node m) (recv_done[n][m])
bool comp_phase_done =
(node n) (comp_done[n])

def
∀
def
∀

bool no_send_done =
(node n, node m) (¬send_done[n][m])
bool no_recv_done =
(node n, node m) (¬recv_done[n][m])

def bool round_done =
is_comp_phase ∧ comp_phase_done
def bool round_start =
is_send_phase ∧ no_send_done
// node states
type state = Values.t
type state_set = array(node,state)
var state_set global_state = null_state_set

type pattern = node_pair_set
const bool is_faulty(node p, pattern snd) =
∃ (node q) (¬snd[p][q])
const bool is_silent(node p, pattern snd) =
∀ (node q) (¬snd[p][q])
def bool is_crash_pattern (pattern snd) =
∀ (node p)
(Nodes.mem(p,crashed) ⇒ is_silent(p,snd))
∧
∀ (node p)
(is_faulty(p,snd) ⇒ Nodes.mem(p,faulty))
Figure 3.

Crash failure model

// messages in flight
type message = Values.t
type message_set = array(node,message)
var array(node,message_set) messages =
mk_array[node](null_message_set)
// this round’s failure pattern
var pattern snd = full_node_pair_set
// history variable
type clean_state = enum {before, active, after}
var clean_state clean = before
def
def
def
def

bool
bool
bool
bool

before_clean = clean = before
in_clean = clean = active
after_clean = clean = after
round_clean = crashing = Nodes.empty

Figure 4.

Synchronous message passing model

transition start_sending ()
require (is_init_phase ∧ init_phase_done ∨
is_comp_phase ∧ comp_phase_done)
{
phase
:= send_phase;
send_done := empty_node_pair_set;
recv_done := empty_node_pair_set;
comp_done := empty_node_set;

transition initialize (node n)
require (round = 0)
require (is_init_phase)
require (¬init_done[n])
{
global_state[n] :=
Values.add(input[n],global_state[n]);
init_done[n] := true;
}

crashed := Nodes.union(crashed,crashing);
transition send (node n, node m)
require (is_send_phase)
require (¬send_done[n][m])
{
messages[n][m] :=
(snd[n][m]
? global_state[n]
: null_message
);
send_done[n][m] := true;
}

nondet crashing;
assume Nodes.disjoint(crashed,crashing);
assume Nodes.cardinality(crashed) +
Nodes.cardinality(crashing) ≤ t;
nondet snd;
assume is_crash_pattern(snd);
messages :=
mk_array[node](null_message_set);
clean :=
(clean = before
? (¬round_clean ? before : active)
: after
);
round := round + 1;

transition receive (node n, node m)
require (is_recv_phase)
require (¬recv_done[n][m])
{
global_state[m] :=
Values.union(global_state[m],
messages[n][m]);
recv_done[n][m] := true;
}

}
transition start_receiving ()
require (is_send_phase ∧ send_phase_done)
{
phase := recv_phase;
}

transition compute (node n)
require (is_comp_phase)
require (¬comp_done[n])
{
if (round = t+1) {
output[n] := choose(global_state[n]);
chosen[n] := true;
}
comp_done[n] := true;
}
Figure 5.

transition start_computing ()
require (is_recv_phase ∧ recv_phase_done)
{
phase := comp_phase;
}

The consensus protocol

Finally, the protocol itself is described in Figure 5 as a set
of transitions. Each transition is a guarded command, where
the guard is given by a list of preconditions of the form
require (formula), and each formula must be true for
the guard to be true and the transition to be enabled; and
the effect of the transition is given by the sequence of assignments within curly braces. The interesting transitions are
initialize, send, receive, and compute, and should be
self-explanatory given the protocol pseudocode in Figure 1.
The transitions start_sending, start_receiving,
and start_computing simply advance the round to the
next phase when the prior phase completes. The transition
start_sending is a bit of an eye-full, however, since
it starts the next round and must reset the send, receive,
and compute program counters for the round, as well as

reset the list of messages in flight and advance the round
number. In the middle, however, something interesting is
happening: the transition makes nondeterministic choices for
the set crashing of nodes crashing in this round and for
the failure pattern snd of messages sent and received in this
round. Following each nondeterministic choice, however, is
a sequence of assume clauses that constrain the choice to
reasonable values. In particular, the nodes crashing in this
round must not have crashed previously, they cannot push
the number of faulty nodes over the maximum number t of
nodes that are allowed to fail, and the failure pattern in this
round must be consistent with the crash failure model.
V. DVF CORRECTNESS PROOF
Proving protocol correctness requires proving validity,
termination, and agreement. Recall that the proofs of validity

and termination are almost obvious; in DVF the proofs
of these properties are just thirteen and five lines long,
respectively. The interesting part of the proof is agreement:
that all nonfaulty nodes choose the same output value at the
end of round t+1. Recall that the proof sketch for agreement
consisted of four steps. We repeat these steps here and give
their formulation in DVF.
A There is a clean round within the first t + 1 rounds.
def bool clean_round_by_round_tplus1 =
round ≥ t+1 ⇒ ¬before_clean

The predicate before_clean means the history variable clean says rounds so far have not been clean.
B All nonfaulty states are equal at the end of a clean
round. First we say what it means for nonfaulty states
to be equal
def bool equal_noncrashed_states =
∀ (node n, node m)
(noncrashed(n) ∧ noncrashed(m) ⇒
global_state[n] = global_state[m])

and then we prove that once the sending and receiving
phases of a clean round are done, the nonfaulty states
are equal
def bool state_equality_in_clean =
in_clean ∧
send_phase_done ∧ recv_phase_done ⇒
equal_noncrashed_states

C All nonfaulty states remain equal after a clean round.
First we define a notion of message equality
def bool equal_nonempty_messages =
∀ (node n, node m)
(messages[n][m] 6= Values.empty ⇒
messages[n][m] = global_state[n])

and then we prove both state and message equality after
a clean round to make the property easier to prove
invariant
def bool state_equality_after_clean =
after_clean ⇒
equal_noncrashed_states ∧
equal_nonempty_messages

D All nonfaulty nodes choose same output value from
their equal states. That is, that all nonfaulty nodes
choose the same output value, and hence satisfy the
agreement property:
agreement

The proofs of these properties in DVF are remarkably short:
just 7, 127, 12, and 25 lines long, respectively, assuming
normally formatted 80 character lines and no comments.
For example, the proof of A that there is a clean round
within the first t + 1 rounds is simply the following. First,
we show that at least one node must fail in every round
before the first clean round (because a round in which no
node fails is clean):

def bool faulty_grows_until_clean_round =
before_clean ⇒
Nodes.cardinality(faulty) ≥ round

With this, DVF can immediately dispatch two invariants
goal faulty1 =
invariant faulty_grows_until_clean_round
goal faulty2 =
invariant clean_round_by_round_tplus1
assuming faulty_grows_until_clean_round

and we are done. Notice, by the way, that here we see our
first example of the assume-guarantee style of compositional
reasoning supported by DVF: First we prove that a property
X is invariant, and then we prove that a property Y is
invariant assuming the property X.
The proof of B is obviously the key to the proof, and the
outline of B’s proof consists of four steps:
B1 Once the sending phase of a round is over, if a nonfaulty
node n has a value v in its state, then there must be
a message to n containing v (perhaps in the message
sent by this nonfaulty node n to itself):
def bool state_subset_messages_after_send =
send_phase_done ⇒
∀ (node n)
(nonfaulty(n) ⇒
∀ (value v)
(Values.mem(v,global_state[n]) ⇒
∃ (node m)
(Values.mem(v,messages[m][n]))))

B2 This message containing v must be sent to all nodes
(the sending node did not fail to send to any other node
because the round is clean):
def bool clean_rounds_broadcast =
in_clean ∧ send_phase_done ⇒
∀ (node n, node m1, node m2)
(messages[n][m1] = messages[n][m2])

B3 Once the receiving phase of a round is over, if a
message containing v was sent to node m, then m has
v in its state:
def bool message_subset_state_after_recv =
recv_phase_done ⇒
∀ (node n, node m)
(∀ (value v)
(Values.mem(v,messages[n][m]) ⇒
Values.mem(v,global_state[m])))

B4 So at the end of a clean round (once the sending and
receiving phases of the round are done), all nonfaulty
nodes have the same global state:
def bool state_equality_in_clean =
in_clean ∧
send_phase_done ∧ recv_phase_done ⇒
equal_noncrashed_states

The proofs of these steps are algorithmic and short: just 48,
34, 15, and 30 lines long.

But just to push one branch of this proof all the way to
the end (and to demonstrate how little the DVF proof differs
from the journal proof), consider the third property, B3, that
once the send phase of a clean round is over, all nodes have
broadcast the same message to all other nodes:
def bool clean_rounds_broadcast =
in_clean ∧ send_phase_done ⇒
∀ (node n, node m1, node m2)
(messages[n][m1] = messages[n][m2])

First, we observe that in the failure pattern snd for a clean
round, a node n sends to all or none of the other nodes:
def bool clean_round_delivers_broadcast =
in_clean ⇒
∀ (node n)
((∀ (node m) (snd[n][m])) ∨
(∀ (node m) (¬snd[n][m])))

Second, we observe that a message received must have
been sent (phrased here in the contrapositive):
def bool message_received_was_sent =
∀ (node n, node m)
(¬snd[n][m] ∨ ¬send_done[n][m] ⇒
messages[n][m] = Values.empty)

Third, we observe that in a clean round a node n sends
the same message to both m1 and m2: if n fails to both then
the statement is trivially true, and if n sends to both then
it sends its local state to both. We must, however, consider
explicitly that moment in time when n has sent to m1 and
not yet to m2. This is one of the few places where DVF
requires that we be more precise than we would normally
be when writing for a journal.
def bool nonfaulty_node_broadcasts_message =
∀ (node n, node m1, node m2)
((¬snd[n][m1] ∧ ¬snd[n][m2] ⇒
messages[n][m1] = messages[n][m2]) ∧
(snd[n][m1] ∧ snd[n][m2] ⇒
(send_done[n][m1] = send_done[n][m2] ⇒
messages[n][m1] = messages[n][m2]) ∧
(send_done[n][m1] ∧ ¬send_done[n][m2] ⇒
messages[n][m1] = global_state[n] ∧
messages[n][m2] = Values.empty)))

DVF can prove that each of these observations is invariant
goal cr_del =
invariant clean_round_delivers_broadcast
goal msg_sent =
invariant message_received_was_sent
goal nf_bcast =
invariant nonfaulty_node_broadcasts_message
assuming message_received_was_sent,
recv_phase_send_done,
init_phase_no_send

under some trivially invariant assumptions, and that the goal
clean_rounds_broadcast follows from them
goal cr_bcast =
formula (nonfaulty_node_broadcasts_message ∧
clean_round_delivers_broadcast
⇒ clean_rounds_broadcast)

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described our experience using an
SMT-based proof checker called DVF to model and prove
correct a classical protocol for consensus. The model given
looks very much like ordinary code, and the invariants used
in the correctness proof are nearly all essential statements
needed in any explanation for why the protocol works. The
proof itself is mercifully short at only 170 lines, compared to
the classical textbook proof that runs to about a page. Most
important, the model and proof were completed in just six
days by a person comfortable with proof but with little-to-no
prior experience with the tool DVF or the underlying SMT
technology, and little more than a short tutorial on DVF.
The point of this paper is that formally proving protocols
correct is on the verge of becoming easy once you know
the informal proof, thanks to recent advances in SMT
technology. This does not mean that no work is involved. We
all know that when writing up a protocol for a conference,
the research is only 10% done until the correctness proof has
been written down, because ideas that seem so obvious at the
whiteboard usually require some work to nail down. Proof is
hard work. But it now appears possible for the author of the
proof — with his or her new-found understanding of why
the protocol works — to mechanically check that proof with
a tool requiring little more than this protocol understanding.
This can be in dramatic contrast to the experience many
neophytes have had with powerful theorem provers like PVS
[2], HOL [24], or Isabelle [25] when they write things that
don’t map cleanly to the SMT engines integrated into those
provers. It can seem to require achieving a Vulcan mind
meld with the implementation to figure out what is going
wrong when things go badly. It can be frustrating when a
theorem prover cannot make seemingly obvious inferences,
and the experience of mechanically checking a proof feels
more like spoon feeding a proof to a mechanical checker.
What has been delightful about our experience with DVF,
with both the example presented here and applications
inside Intel, is that the work remains almost entirely at the
algorithmic level. There is virtually nothing in the proof that
is there to hold the hand of the inference engine or deal
with a pathological behavior of the engine in a special case.
Nearly all of the properties included in the proof are logical
formulations of ideas you would expect to find expressed in
any informally written proof found in a conference paper. In
fact, when DVF failed to prove a property invariant, it was
almost never helpful to delve into the debugging information
more deeply than to get a general impression of where in the
protocol the tool was failing. The most effective approach
was to think about the algorithm itself, to ignore the kinds
of inference the tool might be trying, and to understand
algorithmically why the invariant is not invariant.
Of course, DVF is not perfect. The proof checker does
not provide much support for proof management that one

finds in modern theorem provers, although this would not
be hard to add. For example, one could prove “invariant
A assuming B” and to forget to prove B, and DVF would
not flag this omission in the compositional reasoning, so
the proof structure does need some manual review at the
moment. Most important, the proof checker works well when
the problem maps cleanly onto the theories understood by
the SMT engines that DVF depends on, but we find that
this is frequently the case. In spite of these shortcomings,
we believe that DVF lies at a valuable sweet spot between
the push-button, automated nature of a model checker and
the scalable power of a general theorem prover.
Our proof is not perfect, either. Our proof does include
one property for DVF to check that is there simply because
of the limited support for quantification in the SMT engines
DVF depends on. And the one blazing counterexample to our
assertion that using DVF did not require spoon feeding obvious facts to the tool is our style of modeling the synchronous
round-based communication structure in Figure 4. We devoted many lines to what are essentially program counters
describing initialization, sending, receiving, and computation
phases of a round, and teaching DVF that they always
occur in that order, etc. In hindsight, the model and proof
could have been dramatically simplified by using integers
0, 1, 2, 3 to model phases in place of enums init_phase,
send_phase, recv_phase, and comp_phase, and using
the SMT engine’s built-in understanding of integers and how
to reason about their order. But that is the kind of nonsense
you expect a beginner to write, and yet the proof was still
easy to write, and that is the whole point.
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